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The scent of coffee wafted over the kitchen. Raj enjoyed the sweet bitter aroma of home grown coffee.
A bliss that he had not experienced for a long time. Instant coffee prepared in a second by Sweetie, his
soul mate had replaced the traditional brew as he rushed out to work to Ebene, covering half the island
lengthwise. The journey, almost endless, spanning one and a half to two hours each way during peak
time started with a short walk to the bus stop under the terminalia tree along the main road of Riviere
du Rempart. The bus took him to Belle Vue Maurel from where he boarded a second one to Ebene –
the glamorous IT hub where global companies sprawled all over. This was his daily routine, going to
work there as an assistant accountant. But today, Raj was able to sit back and relish the coffee
prepared from home grown beans. It was the 6th April 2020, a fortnight since the island went into
lockdown. The pervasive virus had not spared the island. So like his colleagues, he worked from home,
something that would have been undreamt-of a month ago. Did he not ask to come later to the office
and start work from home earlier to skip the rush hours on the road? But his immediate supervisor had
declined, saying that the work procedures did not allow for it. So he sent an email to the CEO and
received a polite reply signed by the CEO himself, explaining that it was the company's policy to favour
face-to-face encounters which led to more positive and enriching outlooks. And the CEO assured him
that he was doing an excellent job, which called for his presence at the office any time of the day. The
coronavirus had put an end to all this so abruptly, it seemed. Now they all worked on their own at
home and the indispensable face-to-face encounters were replaced by Zoom video meetings, so much
shorter and without the endless chitchats.

Raj now found himself with plenty of spare time, three hours at least. Reading, helping Sweetie with
the household chores or dropping by to see his mother who lived downstairs became the new normal.
Still today was different. Soaking in the morning coffee aroma had taken him back to his childhood
days. The pent-up memories just flowed out - recalling how he helped his mother with harvesting the
coffee berries, picking up only the deep red coloured ripe ones and spreading them over gunny sacks to
dry in sunlight. In a week or two, he would gently shake the brown shells, listening to the pair of beans
as they rattled inside against each other. They were then ready to be popped out, the sound of which
ever thrilled him. His mother roasted the beans with a little sugar till they turned dark brown as the
sugar caramelized, releasing fragrant fumes that would rise and float over the neighbourhood – an
invitation to all to come for a cup of the prized elixir. The coffee tree was in their backyard. Strangely,
he had not been there for quite some time now, rushing out early morning for work and coming back
home always after dark. The week ends were as busy - running errands with Sweetie to the market, the
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supermarket and to other shops. Followed up the laundry and the ironing - the job he loathed most.
So early morning on this day he made his way to the little back garden, the pride of his late father, and
tended lovingly since by his mother single-handedly. There was no rigid fencing between their home
and the neighbour's. Instead the border was made up of a row of trees and shrubs, amidst which was
the coffee tree. Raj used to measure his height monthly with the coffee tree. They were growing up at
the same pace and stopped gaining height together at the same time. Raj's mother continued to
harvest the berries, roast and grind the beans to perfection each year. It was the very coffee that Raj
and Sweetie used when they looked for a treat. Next to the coffee tree, were four banana trees of the
dwarf variety, all lined up. In between them stood a moringa tree and at the far-end corner was the
jackfruit one, a tall tree that bore fruit straight on its trunk, a nature oddity that had aroused Raj's
interest. He had asked his father why.
“A jackfruit weighs 5-10 kilos on average and a mature tree can bear a fruit up to twenty kilos”, his
father replied. “Imagine one of these fruits from high up falling on someone's head. So the tree in its
wisdom chose to carry its fruits this way, not hurting anyone below. This is why you must never lean
against a jackfruit tree.”
But in these days of scarcity, the whole neighbourhood was leaning on the tree for its fruits for food.
Manna from heaven! Boiled, fried, curried, sautéed with mustard seeds and curry leaves, vindaye,
biryani and countless other dishes, the jackfruits always tasted delicious. In between the string of trees
and the house, Raj's mother grew vegetables: okra, carrots, some greens and fresh herbs that gave her
cooking a distinctive taste. Coriander, curry leaf, thyme, parsley and mint were plentiful and ever so
fragrant. She had tilled the soil and set up neat little beds on which grew the vegetables and herbs. In
the past, Raj's father had made a living out of growing vegetables on a leased land. Raj would help
him during the school holidays. Didn't his father say to him,
“The earth is a Goddess. She needs to be cultivated. Use ripe-aged manure to fertilise her. Then sow
the seeds, a few centimetres into her body with love. Water them, they will sprout and she will provide
for them to grow up and develop. Always respect her as she is a mother to us.”

Raj and Sweetie had been married for two years. Sweetie fondly wanted a child but Raj thought it was
too early to start a family. The time spent travelling knocked him out. For this reason he wanted to
move out of Riviere du Rempart to a place closer to work.
“But how about mother?”, Sweetie had said. “You know very well she will never leave this house and its
back garden. They are your father's legacy, Raj, and we are not going to desert her in her old age.”
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Raj nodded. Sweetie's mother had died when she was still in her teens. When she married she found a
home and looked to Raj's mother as her own. Raj thought about acquiring a car but still it would take
too long with the congested traffic. He was hoping to succeed in the final year exams due next month
and then be able to start working as a freelance accountant. There was also this idea of his of setting
up an organoponic garden that would enable him to produce quality organic vegetables for sale.
Getting his hands soiled with compost and dried manure was his dream. The scarcity of fresh
vegetables during this period of lockdown endorsed the idea. They were saving up to buy half an acre
of agricultural land.

Starting work early from home at half past seven had become Raj's new routine since lockdown. But
today the thoughts about his childhood and his father, and the frustration he felt over the time wasted
unnecessarily in traffic before lockdown wore him down. He needed a break or maybe call it a day
when Sweetie excitedly cried out from the bedroom's balcony.
“It's beautiful out there. Come and watch!”
It was 4 pm and the sun was setting down. The diffused light gave the landscape a serene and
harmonious look. A gentle wind had started blowing. Sweetie was pointing to the sky. Up there a
mosaic of colours was whirling around. The kites, over a hundred of them, were flying across the sky,
steering freely with the wind. At the end of each kite was a child's hand pulling in the string – that of the
child who went about hungry in these dire days, that whose parents lost jobs, that who was beaten up
cruelly as domestic violence rose and that who luckily was well-off. But at this specific instant, the
children confined to their homes were all united - their eyes fixed on the kites up the sky. Infinite in
range, the sky was their playground.

The kites hovering over like celestial creatures set free, in turn freed Raj. It was the liberating spark.
Come what may, he will not go on wasting three to four hours of his life daily in traffic after lockdown.
There were more important and fruitful things to do. He looked tenderly at his beloved wife. She was
right. It was time to start a family.
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